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Eliminate the Need for a Separate 
Receipt/Validation Printer at the Teller Station.

The advanced features and functions of the standard SmartSource printer 

further extends its capabilities, enabling integrated printing and scanning at the 

teller station.  In addition to endorsing customer-deposited checks, the SmartSource printer 

is capable of validating internal cash tickets and an array of teller documents including customized customer

deposit receipts, envelopes, and even official checks. 

Let SmartSource Print Your Receipts and
Validate Your Control Documents.

Consolidating multiple functions to a single device

allows the financial institution (FI) to decrease

transaction processing time and recapture

valuable teller counter space while significantly

lowering their cost per teller station. 

By deploying SmartSource scanners, tellers are

able to process the majority of transactions

without having to leave the teller cage. 

Features Benefits

Extends the functionality of the SmartSource scanner

Prints customer receipts with exceptional 600 dpi quality

Eliminates maintenance and consumables associated
with receipt printers

Informs teller when printer is low on ink 

No capital investment for separate printers, lowering the
total cost of ownership

FI logo can be branded on customer documents

Achieves significantly lower operating costs

Maintains highest quality printing for all transactions

Small Footprint for Efficient   
Printing and Scanning! 

Cash Ticket Receipt

Official Check

ATM Envelope

Mailing Envelope

Allows cartridge replacement before print degrades and
reduces waste
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For more information about the entire line of Burroughs remote capture products, visit us 

at www.burroughs.com
Burroughs is a registered trademark licensed to Burroughs Payment Systems, Inc. in the United States and other countries. SmartSource is a registered trademark of Burroughs
Payment Systems, Inc. Ranger is a registered trademark of Silver Bullet Technology, Inc.  All other brands and products referenced in this document are acknowledged to be the
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.  Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Performance

Printing Capability

Print Band Height

Print Band Length

Print Resolution

Print Positioning

Print Density

Fonts Supported

Software Tools

Technical Specifications

Printing performed at rated speed of scanner

Combination of graphics and up to 4 lines of 95 characters each (characters per line depends

on use of graphic and graphic length)

.53 inches

Up to 9.5 inches in length (5.6 inches on a 6 inch receipt)

600 dots per inch (DPI)

Two print locations: 

Lower - 1.18 inch from the bottom of receipt

Upper - 1.63 inch from the bottom of the receipt

Three levels – economy, standard and premium

All Microsoft True Type fonts

Burroughs Software (minimum version or greater) CAPI Pro 8.4.6, Device Suite PC (Pro) 2.3,

CAPI/DLL Expert 8.5, Embedded Device Suite Expert 2.3, Silver Bullet Ranger (Pro), and Linux

Workspace

Traditional

Smart

Workspace Cash TicketScan Deposit Receipt

Cash TicketScan Deposit Receipt

Free Up Teller Counter Space!

Reduce Teller Solution Costs


